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Welcome
Dear Alumni
We are pleased to present to you the first issue of alumni newsletter. This is our effort to
answer all your curiosities about happenings and developments in your alma mater.
Jhunjhunu Academy has always tried to keep its association intact with its students even
after they pass out. This is also our effort to strengthen the bond among the huge
Jhunjhunu Academy Family which you are a valuable part of. Thousands of brilliant students
like you, have chosen Jhunjhunu Academy as their first choice over the years. The
Academy feels itself indebted to the vast ocean of love and confidence reposed by its
students in its quality and rich work culture. Your success in further studies and chosen field
of work only makes us proud.
In this newsletter, you will find details of all the infrastructural developments and
achievements made by the academy over the past few years. At this moment we feel proud
to look back at the fabulous achievements made by our students year after year but at the
same time we also miss our lovely students like you who were once the creators of this
glory. There are in-numerable names to be mentioned viz Shailendra Vashishtha, the first
ever Academian to hold a board merit in BSER and others who kept the torch lighting till
date for 7 continuous years. The saga of success is still on. We also remember and will
always appreciate students who excelled in other activities like debate, art, craft,
singing,dance, music and sports. We have tried to incorporate all the significant
developments that have taken place in JAS over the past few years.

Developments
Infrastructure :

The infra structural facilities have expanded by leaps and bounds at Wisdom City with 2 lac Sq.Feet constructed area &
still more in the development stage. Keeping in mind the changing needs of the students we have
installed Jivem English Language Lab (JELL) powered by Wordsworth. It has been welcomed
warmly by both students and parents. In order to give the students exposure to the ultra modern
technology, JAS has adopted the concept of Smart Learn Class. Seven of its class rooms have
already gone Smart with latest computer systems and Interactive White Star Board technology
powered by Extramarks. A brand new computer lab has been installed in addition to the existing
lab to ensure more and better access to IT to all students . 'A healthy mind dwells in a healthy
body.' Acknowledging this fact a Multi Station Gym with out door gymnastic equipments have been
established at the wisdom city campus where facilities for different physical exercises are available.
Cricket Academy affiliated to Rajasthan Cricket Association (RCA) and Multi Sports Complex with
full size Cricket, Football, Hockey ground, Basketball court & a 400 meter athletic track is yet
another mile stone in the success journey of your school. School canteen is now on expansion and
is getting renovated with excellent interiors and comfortable seating. New menu items have been
added to the Jivem Canteen and Cafeteria. The new Student Houses (hostels) with modern facilities are now ready &
operational in the wisdom city campus.
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Achievements
Academics:
Year after year our students bring glory and laurel to the institution by securing high merits in the
board examinations. After Shailendra Vashishtha the flag is held high by Nisha Gaur, Deepika Tibra,
Vaibhav Sharma, Amit Tibra, Vikas Poonia, Aiditi Maan, Vandana Kaswan, Aayushi Ranasaria,
Abhishek Choudhary, Akshay Budania, Anita Takhar, Vivek Kumar, Vikas Jangir, Nitin Kajla and
Yogita Bhambu.
The Jivem Foundation Classes (JFC) has proved a boon to the students as they are being provided
with precious, result oriented guidance by expert mentors for IIT-JEE, AIEEE, RPET, CPMT, RPMT,
CPT. Around 1200 students have been selected for different courses in medical, engineering,
management and commerce.
Jhunjhunu Academy has started its own Fundamental Certificate Course in Computer Application
(FCCA) with modern career oriented courseware in computer application.
Spreading its wings Jhunjhunu Academy, in a bid to combat new challenges, welcomed the latest
professional course Financial Market Management (FMM) introduced by CBSE in 2007 & then 6
new additional subjects Fine Arts(a)Painting, Multi Media & Web Technology, Music Hindustani
Instrumental Melodic, Physical Education, DTP, CAD & Multimedia and Informatics Practices. We
have every right to feel proud to have the biggest batch of students in FMM all across the country.
Because of this achievement Jhunjhunu Academy was featured on national TV channel CNBC TV 18.
Jhunjhunu Academy is the pioneer in adopting Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) in
its true spirit. We are among the first few schools in India to implement CCE pattern introduced by
CBSE. Our learning facilitators have attended several workshops and seminars organized by CBSE
regarding CCE. In this series, we have started numerous CCAs to meet the requirements of this new
evaluation system which ensures all round development of the child.

Extra Curricular
Just like you, Jhunjhunu Academy Students have developed a habit of winning in all spheres of their
life. All round success in Singing, Dance, Debate, Drawing, Painting and Sports proves that
academians are endowed with an indomitable spirit and strength. Jhunjhunu Academy has made its
presence felt with a bang in almost all championships in judo and taekwondo and bagged a number
of medals and trophies.

Ever Widening Horizons
As recognition to its untiring endeavours in the field of education, Jhunjhunu Academy was being invited to be a part of multiple national and international
seminars and conferences. JAS has been an active participant in International Youth Leadership Summit and Global Youth Meets for three consecutive years.
Mr Dilip Modi, Chairman was awarded Life Time Achievement Award in Education Excellence and also The Rashtriya Shiksha Samman Puraskar for his
precious contribution in the field of education. Mr Modi was also invited to attend the national conference on education held by CBSE at IIM-Ahemdabad and
IIT-Delhi. The major contribution of Jhunjhunu Academy in the field of education has also been recognised internationally when Mr Modi was invited to attend
conferences in Thailand and recently in Bahrain where he discussed the Indian aspect of education along with Hon. HRD Minister, Mr Kapil Sibbal and other
renowned scholars and educationists from more than 50 countries including USA, Canada, Singapore and Finland.
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Dear students,
I feel extremely elated for this chance to speak to all of you through this newsletter. I personally
want to keep in touch with all of you and I feel this newsletter and the Alumni website is a great
platform for this. Jhunjhunu Academy entreats all its alumni to express their views about this
newsletter and the website. This will be a milestone in our efforts to create and maintain a strong
bond with our alumni like you. I will personally access all e-mails sent by you at
alumni@jhunjhunuacademy.org and I will surely try to reply to most of them.
Our alumni is and will always be our rich treasure and effective guiding force for the current and
future students.
Looking forward to hear from all of you !!!
DILIP MODI

